Here to Stay
A talented father-daughter design team make
over the family guest quarters
interview with jack fr anzen and k atrina fr anzen, j.p. fr anzen asso ciates architects | phot o gr apher amy vischio

above left: The new cottage is clad in Eastern white pine from Gregory’s Mill. The existing cottage had been attached to a barn, so demolition had to be done very carefully, much of it
by hand. above center: The front and back doors were reclaimed from a client’s home. The kitchen cabinets are by Christopoulos Designs; the hanging light fixtures are by Siempre
Lighting. above right: The new bluestone back patio by Nicholas Vena is a peaceful destination. “This is on the side of the cottage facing away from the street, so even at rush hour, it’s very
quiet back there,” says Jack. opposite: Large casement windows in the main living space and master bedroom maximize the views. Some of the windows are from Norwood Windows.

accessibility as well as accommodations for a live-in caretaker.
JF: In Fairfield, you’re not allowed to have a second dwelling unless it’s
part of the main house, and this is historic, so we had to get a zoning
waiver to legalize what we were doing. It’s a new building, but it occupies
the same footprint.

Jack, this is your own guest cottage. What is its history?
Jack Franzen: As far as we can tell, this was a guest cottage used by the

previous owners. I don’t know what it was like before that, but I suspect
that when this was a working farm, it was a hired hand’s residence. But
it had another life even before that—we were told it was a chicken coop.
Katrina Franzen: The main house is an old farmhouse, so there had
always been some kind of structure here. My brother lived in the guest
cottage when he graduated from college, but we wouldn’t have guests stay
there because it wasn’t set up the way we wanted it.

How did you update it? KF: We completely demoed the cottage to

the ground and built the new structure within the existing footprint.
The entire roofline is new, and it has a new roof and all new siding,
windows and doors.
JF: There was no real foundation—just some cinder blocks and concrete. I
thought we might have to add another twelve inches, but it was everything.
The main roof also points out toward the meadow now. It was just a shed
roof before, and it’s now reoriented to the west.
KF: The cottage also has a completely different floor plan—nothing

When did you decide it was time for a makeover? JF: We’ve lived here

since 2002, and we always thought the cottage would be a good place for
my mother-in-law to move into when the time came.
KF: So when my grandmother couldn’t continue living on her own,
we redesigned the cottage for her needs, which involved wheelchair
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this spread: Cathedral
ceilings in the main living
space and both bedrooms
create an expansive
feeling. The dining table
is from Restoration
Hardware, and appliances
are from Marsillio’s.
Throughout the cottage,
electrical work was done
by Yankee Electric, with
painting by Doric Painting.
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“This area has the best
views out of those beautiful
windows, so these spaces all
take advantage of the vistas
to the rest of the property.”
—katrina franzen
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above: An old Viking range, bought from a friend and reconditioned, fits right into the updated kitchen with its Carrera marble countertops by the Stone Workshop.
Katrina custom-designed the cabinetry, and she added onion bins on either side of the range. Hardware from Merit Metal adorns all of the cabinetry throughout the cottage.
opposite top: Custom grills by Pacific Register Company dot the kitchen wall, and the guest bedroom, spied through the doorway, feels lofty and airy thanks to windows by Jeld-Wen from
Clearview. opposite bottom: In the master bedroom, the bed is from Restoration Hardware, and the en-suite bath has a curbless shower for easy access.
“The porcelain tile in there looks like driftwood, and the shower floor looks like pebbles,” says Katrina. “We love outdoor showers, but that wasn’t in the plan for the cottage,
so this was the closest thing to having it feel like one.” The tile is from New England Tile, and the vanity is by Christopoulos Designs.

stayed where it was. We added an additional bathroom, laundry and a
full kitchen. There had been a fridge, sink and dishwasher but no stove.

to have two separate bedrooms and two bathrooms for my grandmother
and a caretaker, and the leftover space was for living, cooking and
dining. That area has the best views out of those beautiful windows, so
those spaces can all take advantage of the vistas to the rest of the property.
JF: It really isn’t that big of a space, so it was nice to have those areas
open to each other. Our house is a very stately Greek Revival with a lot
of detail, and I like the fact that the cottage is really different. It was fun
to do it as a counterpoint to the main house, which is 200 years old and
has smallish rooms.

How did you design the entrances? JF: Poor Katrina must have drawn half

a dozen floor plans because initially, you would have entered the cottage
where the master bedroom is now. In the end, we had the main door enter
into the living space, which resulted in a much bigger master bedroom.
KF: The existing cottage was attached to a barn, but there was no interior
passage between the two. There’s a garage in the barn, and now a door in
the garage leads into the cottage. I integrated a ramp into that passageway
so that you could easily move someone in a wheelchair from the garage
into the cottage.

What’s the story behind the little “shelf” lining the floor? KF: That’s the

block foundation. We had to raise the foundation a bit, and we were left
with this extra thickness around the perimeter, so we incorporated it as a
little shelf along the walls. Something always ends up on the curb!

Was it important to have an open floor plan? KF: It was more important
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“My wife and I have
actually been living
here ourselves because
it’s like a staycation .
It’s really fun.”
—jack franzen

left: Jack says an old weather vane—
a copper grasshopper to be exact—was
saved from the existing cottage. “It’s really
lovely,” he says. “I’ll find a way to put it up
on the roof at some point.” below: The
guest bath, fitted with a cast concrete
sink by Stanley Artisan Concrete, also
shares space with the laundry. Lighting
fixtures in both baths are from Siempre
Lighting. opposite: Center-cut white oak
flooring from Conway Hardwood was
used throughout the cottage. The master
suite, guest bath, laundry, and closets are
located off of the hallway that leads to the
garage, and a ramp was integrated into this
passageway to enable wheelchair access
from the garage. The sliding door hardware
is from Real Sliding Hardware,

JF: We put our houseplants on it, and in the bedroom, I’ve started using
it as a bookshelf. It was a really functional way of properly encapsulating
the wood framing so it didn’t get wet.
Who gets to stay in the cottage now? KF: My fiancé and I do when we

visit; my brother and his wife do; my parents do whenever they have
friends. We all get to stay there.
JF: We’ve had a lot of guests there, and my wife and I have actually been
living there ourselves because it’s like a staycation. We go back and forth
between the main house and the cottage. It’s really fun.
What was it like working together as a family? KF: I’ve always lived in a

house that had my dad’s handprints all over it, and I grew up participating in renovations. This was more my own, with my dad overlooking
it and guiding me through the process. It’s never difficult working with
my dad, but since it was more about meeting my mom’s needs for her
mother, that’s what drove the design in the direction that it went. My mom
furnished everything and had a lot of say in picking out fixtures and surfaces.
JF: My daughter has a very good eye and a lot of talent, and it’s a lot of
fun working with her. I think we’re all happy with what we arrived at.
—interview by lauren fetterman
Resources:
Architects: Jack Franzen and Katrina Franzen, J.P. Franzen Associates Architects,
Fairfield; 203-259-0529; franzenarchitects.com
Builder: Nick Zachariadis
Cabinets: Christopoulos Designs, Bridgeport; 203-576-1110;
christopoulosdesigns.com
Stone: The Stone Workshop, Bridgeport; 203-362-1144; stoneworkshops.com
Tile: New England Tile, Fairfield; 203-367-7733; newenglandtile.com
Plumbing: Waterware; waterwareshowrooms.com

